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ABSTRACT
Discovering which code sections in a sequential program can be
made to run in parallel is the �rst step in parallelizing it, and pro-
grammers routinely struggle in this step. Most of the current paral-
lelism discovery techniques focus on speci�c language constructs
while trying to identify such code sections. In contrast, we propose
to concentrate on the computations performed by a program. In
our approach, a program is treated as a collection of computations
communicating with one another using a number of variables. Each
computation is represented as a Computational Unit (CU). A CU
contains the inputs and outputs of a computation, and the three
phases of a computation: read, compute, and write. Based on the
notion of CU, We present a uni�ed framework to identify both loop
and task parallelism in sequential programs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Millions of legacy programs are awaiting their parallelization. Pro-
grammers are required to solve a lot of problems while trying to
parallelize a sequential program but ”Which code sections to run
in parallel?” is still one of the most di�cult questions that needs to
be answered �rst.

Until now, existing parallelism discovery techniques have been
built on top of data-dependence analysis, performed either stati-
cally [6, 17] or dynamically [9, 16]. �e idea of using data depen-
dences to discover parallelism is based on Bernstein’s conditions [4]:
Let Pi and Pj be two program sections. Ii and Oi are the sets of
input and output variables of Pi . Similarly, Ij and O j are the sets
of input and output variables of Pj . Pi and Pj can be executed in
parallel if

Ij ∩Oi = ∅,

Ii ∩O j = ∅,

Oi ∩O j = ∅.

To discover parallelism, existing techniques check for the depen-
dences that arise when one of these conditions is violated. However,
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these techniques do not strictly follow Bernstein’s conditions. �ey
do not necessarily distinguish between input and output variables
of a code section. As a result, they end up applying data dependence
analysis on all of the variables. �is makes identifying parallelism
unnecessarily complex, and it also leads to both false positives and
false negatives in identi�ed parallelism of a sequential program.

�is paper discusses an approach to identify both loop and task
parallelism in sequential programs following Bernstein’s conditions.
Our method treats a sequential program as a set of computations
that communicate with each other. A computation is represented
as a Computational Unit (CU). It contains three phases: read phase,
compute phase, and write phase. Input and output variables of a CU
are clearly distinguished and associated with the read phase and
the write phase, respectively. A CU is also created in such a way
that read phase is guaranteed to happen before write phase. Data
dependences among CUs are obtained using dynamic dependence
pro�ling. In the end, a sequential program is represented as a CU
graph, in which vertices are CUs, and edges are data dependences.

Our approach targets both loop and task parallelism. A loop can
easily be parallelized if there are no inter-iteration dependences
in it. Such loops are called DOALL loops [12]. Loops that contain
inter-iteration dependences and can still be parallelized are called
DOACROSS [12] loops. In case of task parallelism, there are two
di�erent kinds of tasks: Tasks that are instances of the same code
section but process di�erent data (SPMD) [7], and tasks that execute
completely di�erent code sections performing unique computations
(MPMD) [18]. Following Bernstein’s conditions (BC) and with the
help of CU graph, all the above kinds of parallelism can be easily
identi�ed. In the end, our method produces parallelization oppor-
tunities in sequential programs. A CU (or a set of CUs) provides us
with the �exibility and versatility to create this framework. In it, a
CU (or a set of CUs) can be used as task, an iteration of a loop, a
stage in a pipeline, or other parallel constructs.

We have evaluated our approach by comparing the paralleliza-
tion opportunities identi�ed by our approach with the existing
parallel versions. In addition, we also parallelized these opportuni-
ties as parallelizable but not parallelized in the parallel version of the
benchmark applications. Our experiments on Barcelona OpenMP
Tasks Suite (BOTS) [8], NAS parallel benchmarks [3], PARSEC
[5] benchmark suite, and Starbench parallel benchmark suite [1]
showed that all of the code sections identi�ed as parallelizable by
our approach are parallelized in existing parallel versions.

2 APPROACH
We �rstly introduce computational unit, which is the most impor-
tant concept in our method. �en CU graph, the graph we use to
represent a sequential program, is introduced.
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2.1 Computational Unit
A computational unit is a collection of instructions following the
read-compute-write pa�ern: a set of variables is read by a collection
of instructions and is used to perform a computation, then the result
is wri�en back to another set of variables. �e two sets of variables
are called read set and write set, respectively. �ese two sets do not
necessarily have to be disjoint. Load instructions reading variables
in the read set form the read phase of the CU, and store instructions
writing variables in the write set form the write phase of the CU.

In practice, program tasks communicate with one another by
reading and writing variables that are global to them, and computa-
tions are performed locally. A CU is de�ned by read-compute-write
pa�ern for this reason. �is is also why we require the variables
in a CU’s read set and the write set to be global to the CU. �e
variables local to the CU are part of the compute phase of the CU
as they will not be used to communicate with other tasks during
parallelization. We perform variable scope analysis to distinguish
variables that are global to a code section. It is available in any
ordinary compiler. Global variables in the read set and the write set
do not have to be global to the whole program. �ey can be local to
an encapsulating code section, but global to the target code section.

2.1.1 Cautious property. A code section is considered to be a CU
only if it is cautious. Cautious property [15] was previously de�ned
for operators in unordered algorithms. Ot states that an operator is
said to be cautious if it reads all the elements of its neighbourhood
before it modi�es any of them. By adapting it to the CU, we make
sure that a code section is cautious if every variable in its read set
is read before it is wri�en in the write phase of the CU.

Cautious property guarantees the read-compute-write pa�ern of
the CU. It not only gives a clear way of separating read phase and
write phase, but also a�er parallelism discovery, it allows multiple
CUs to be executed speculatively without bu�ering updates or
making backup copies of modi�ed data. �is is possible because all
con�icts are detected during the read phase. Consequently, tasks
extracted based on CUs also do not have any special requirement
on runtime frameworks.

A computation may depend on data produced from other compu-
tations. To represent such dependences, we use a dynamic depen-
dence pro�ler DiscoPoP[13]. DiscoPoP pro�les detailed data depen-
dences, gathers control-�ow information, and identi�es hotspots
across the target program. We run the pro�ler multiple times using
representative inputs to overcome the input sensitivity of the dy-
namic dependence analysis. �en we merge the dependence results
obtained. �ese representative inputs are provided along with the
benchmarks and they are of varying size and complexity. Next, we
build a CU graph

2.2 CU Graph
A computation may depend on data produced from other compu-
tations. To represent such dependences, we use a dynamic depen-
dence pro�ler DiscoPoP[13]. DiscoPoP pro�les detailed data depen-
dences, gathers control-�ow information, and identi�es hotspots
across the target program. We run the pro�ler multiple times us-
ing representative inputs to overcome the input sensitivity of the
dynamic dependence analysis. �en we merge the dependence
results obtained. �ese representative inputs are provided along

with the benchmarks and they are of varying size and complexity.
Next, we build a CU graph, in which vertices are statically gener-
ated CUs and edges are dynamic data dependences. Hence, the CU
graph combines static and dynamic information to help us discover
parallelism. Data dependences in a CU graph are always among
instructions in read phases and write phases. Dependences that are
local to a CU are hidden because they do not prevent parallelism
among CUs according to Bernstein’s conditions. Moreover, since
the number of global variables to a code section is usually far less
than the number of local variables, a CU graph is much simpler than
the traditional instruction-based dependence graph. �is simpli�es
the parallelism discovery process. �e CU graph is then expanded
using runtime information to represent instances of tasks or loops,
if necessary.

2.3 Parallelism discovery
�ere are two kinds of parallelism we can identify: parallelism
among di�erent computations, and parallelism among di�erent
instances of the same computation. Parallelism among di�erent
computations can be easily identi�ed using CU graphs without
instantiating these computations.

On the other hand, identifying parallelism among di�erent in-
stances of the same computation requires some additional e�ort.
To discover such parallelism, a CU must be instantiated using real
inputs passed into the computation and real outputs it produces.
A CU graph consisting instantiated CUs is called an expanded CU
graph.

2.3.1 Task parallelism. Task parallelism is discovered based
on the following rules:

(1) A CU is instantiated into di�erent instances using their
real inputs and outputs with respect to the control �ow.
Two instances of the same computation can run in parallel
if they are independent in the expanded CU graph (SPMD
task parallelism).

(2) Two di�erent computations can run in parallel if their cor-
responding CUs are independent in the CU graph (MPMD
task parallelism).

Parallelism within a computation is not covered by our current
approach. However, such parallelism can be detected by further ap-
plying techniques that track def-use chains [2] on compute phases
of CUs. Nevertheless, in rare cases where a code section contains
plenty of lines of code and complex computation (which is unlikely
to be cautious), analyzing CUs built for it might provide opportuni-
ties to break the region down to smaller computations, leading to
parallelism that is similar to OpenMP sections [14].

2.3.2 Loop parallelism. Loop parallelism is discovered based
on the following rules:

• Iterations of a loop can run in parallel if for all CUs built for
the loop, there are no inter-iteration read-a�er-write (RAW)
dependences among the CUs or on a single CU (DOALL
parallelism).

• If there are inter-iteration dependences in the loop, the
loop may still be analyzed to check if it can be parallelized
by using techniques e.g. reduction, privatization, pipeline
etc. (DOACROSS parallelism).
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DOALL parallelism: In case of DOALL loops, the iterations of
loop are independent of each other. �is means that the instances
of CUs are also independent and as a result they satisfy Bernstein’s
conditions. However, it is not necessary to analyze all the instances
of the CUs of a loop because loops have no parameters to be re-
placed, unlike function calls and their instances.

DOACROSS parallelism: It is possible to further analyze the
dependence distances of the inter-iteration RAW dependences to
discover DOACROSS [12] loops. A DOACROSS loop has inter-
iteration dependences, but the dependence distance should not
be as large as the distance between the �rst line of an iteration
and the last line of the previous iteration. In other words, the
�rst CU of the loop should not depend on the last CU of the loop.
�is raises the possibility that iterations of a DOACROSS loop can
overlap, thus containing parallelism. Based on our CU graph, if
the length of the longest dependence is smaller than the distance
from the last CU to the �rst CU, we can classify such loops as
candidates for DOACROSS parallelism. All the instances of CUs
are not independent of each other in DOACROSS loops as there are
inter-iteration dependences, unlike DOALL loops. But a subset of
CUs in an iteration can be independent of another subset of CUs in
the next iteration. Hence they satisfy Bernstein’s conditions and
can be run in parallel. Utilizing such parallelism is usually achieved
by applying the pipeline pa�ern [11] [10].

3 CONCLUSION
�is paper discusses an approach for discovery of parallelism by
identifying code sections called computational units (CU) in sequen-
tial programs. A CU follows a read-compute-write pa�ern. CUs are
detected statically from the source code using the cautious prop-
erty. A CU graph is then created using the CUs and the dynamic
dependences. �is serves as the basis for parallelism detection.
Bernstein’s conditions are used to identify the tasks which can run
in parallel to each other from a CU graph or an expanded CU graph
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